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Outline 
Dark Matter is a main protagonist in the Universe





Spirals best place
to investigate DM
M33 disk very smooth,

truncated at 4 scale-lengths

NGC 300 exponential disk 

for at least 10 scale-lengths

Bland-Hawthorn et al 2005

Ferguson et al 2003

RD lenght scale of the disk

Freeman, 1970
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Radio + Optical Rotation Curves of Spirals

Coadded from 3200 individual RCs

TYPICAL  INDIVIDUAL   

Low lum

high lum



The Concept of the Universal Rotation Curve (URC)

Every RC can be represented by:  V(x,L)   x=R/RD

The URC out to  6 RD  is derived directly from observations



ΛCDM Halo Density Profiles from N-body simulations

The density of virialized DM halos of any mass is empirically described at all times 

by an Universal profile (Navarro+96, 97, NFW).

Klypin, 2010



➲ from I-band photometry

➲ from HI observations

➲ different choices for the DM halo density

Dark halos with central constant density (Burkert, Isothermal)

Dark halos with central cusps (NFW, Einasto)

Rotation curve analysis
From data to mass models 

NFW

Burkert

The mass model has 3 free parameters:  
disk mass
halo central density 
Halo core radius (length-scale)
Obtained by best fitting method

ISO

observations model=



URC Modelling the Coadded Rotation Curves 

Stars

Dark matter





Dark Matter density



GALAXY HALOS STRUCTURAL PARAMETRES





Central surface brightness vs 
galaxy magnitude

The Realm of Galaxies

The range of galaxies in magnitudes, types and central surface 
densities : 15 mag, 4 types, 16 mag arsec-2

Spirals : stellar disk +bulge +HI disk

Ellipticals & dwarfs E: stellar spheroid
The distribution of luminous matter :

Dwarfs Ell

Dwarfs Disks



SMALLEST GALAXIES: 
DWARF DISKS

the most numerous ones
the more DM dominated
the densest objects
the first born
immune by feedback ?

dSph (Gilmore+)

DD
simple dynamics



1000 galaxies inside 11 Mpc









Classification of Dwarfs





36 Individual RCs 











DD

Low lum S

Coadded RCs leading to URC



NFW

NFW











The C parameter  
log RD= a + b log MD

log RD= a + b log MD



CDM + feedback ?

Good Luck!



CDM PARADIGM

-we know the  dark particle ab initio

-we will detect it through  LHC experiments, by capturing it  or  by 
detectitd its annihilation or decay product 

Large scales observations in agreement

Observations of dark matter in galaxies must fit the LCDM scenario once their cosmo 
astrophysics is correctly considered

Inferred properties of Dark Matter halos give no new information  on the particle



After 30 years CDM

Progresses in detecting the particle have been very few, if any.

No dark particle has been “produced” or "seen" at LHC (also in run 2) 

no dark particle has been detected in the many underground dark 
matter   experiments

no dark particle has exposed itself by emitting radiation while 
annihilating with its  antiparticle in the centers of Earth, Sun and 
Galaxy.

the number of dark halos and their density profiles are very 
different with respect to those that are  predicted within the CDM 
paradigm. 

very serious lack of the “shooting gun" that a collisionless
COLD  elementary particle runs the Universe. 



Cosmo-astrophysical Observations are an Unique Portal to
the nature of DM & galaxies Formation and Evolution

The amazing properties of the  mass distribution of Dark Matter 
in very different types of galaxies clearly indicates for a Warm 
Dark Particle

Other possibilties are  too much fine tuned and or  ineffective to 
explain the observational scenario.


